**Turnkey Construction**

Clarage offers a wide range of Turnkey Services. We can provide a single technician to work hand-in-hand with your maintenance crews, or we can provide the entire scope of welders, crane operators, foreman and safety personnel.

Because today’s economics demand vendors who can truly partner with their customers, Clarage is pleased to offer Turnkey Services. We realize that confidence and reliability in the company doing the work is paramount. With over 100 years in the fan business, Clarage wants to be your partner.

**Repair & Rebuild**

Not all fan applications make it easy for a fan to provide 20 years of operational life. The effects of corrosion, erosion, temperature and infrequent maintenance on a fan all work to degrade its structural integrity, balance and aerodynamic performance. Clarage knows that for long-term operation, maintenance-driven Repair/Rebuild is a significant part of the budgeting process.

Fans in applied industrial applications will require periodic repaired depending on the severity of the application. Clarage, without limitation for the original fan manufacturer, materials of construction or design, can provide a quick response to return the fan to service.

The vast majority of fan failures are rotating assemblies. Fan repair and rebuild periodically involves other components of the fan. Fan housings can require field repair or shop rebuild. The rebuilding of fan housings receives the same meticulous care as new construction.
Range of Capabilities
At Clarage, we understand that our service doesn’t end when our fans leave our facility. Many of our customers need field crews to help install and start up their equipment. We offer a wide range of capabilities. We can assist your crews or we can complete the job 100% turnkey.

The Right Team for Every Job

- One foreman for Supervisions
- Small Team of Technicians for Specialized Service
- Entire Team to get the Job Done right

Technical Services
- Vibration Analysis
- Field Balancing
- Troubleshooting
- Bearing Inspection of Dodge, SKF and Cooper

Preventive Maintenance
- Bearing Inspection
- Blade Wear Analysis
- Inlet Cone Inspection

Construction Services
- New Equipment Erection
- Demolition
- Field Repairs/Rebuilds
- Duct Work Modification
- Damper Installation
- Expansion Joints
- Inlet Cones
- Motor Alignment
- Coupling Alignment